Trees

Why they are important in
the Radisson Community.

Benefits of Trees
Trees oﬀer many beneﬁts that are often overlooked, some beneﬁts
include:
•
Air Filtration - Filtering out particulate matter and absorbing
harmful gases
Purifying Water - Improving water quality by slowing and
•
ﬁltering rain water
Cost Reduction - Providing shade and shelter, reducing yearly
•
heating and cooling costs by 2.1 billion dollars
Climate Control - Obtained by moderating the eﬀects of sun,
•
wind, and rain
Increased Property Value - Well-cared for landscaped properties
•
are 5% to 20% more valuable than non-landscaped estates
Protection - From fall of rain, sleet, and hail, as well as
•
reduction of storm run-oﬀ and the possibility of ﬂooding
Glare and Reﬂection Control
•
Wind Break, Deﬂection, and Filtration
•
Sound Barrier
•
Source: The International Society of Arboriculture (ISA)
Image: Old growth trees in the Beechwoods.

The Radisson Master Plan
Before construction began in the Radisson Community, urban planners studied and evaluated
the site conditions. One of the many assets of the topography for the future community was the
pockets of dense maple and elm trees. They determined forested areas of the community should
be preserved to ensure they will be there for future generations to enjoy. An example of this
preservation can be enjoyed by taking a walk through the Beechwoods, located between East Patrol
Drive and Field’s End Drive.
Planners also preserved natural landscapes when they planned for residential areas. Many of these
areas have a “buﬀer zone” of natural vegetation to act as screening for public roads, neighbors, and
facilities. The goal was to preserve views and provide close, easy access to the community open
space system and other amenities.
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Natural landscape
preservation
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Much of the natural landscape, open space, facilities, and the
walking path system are owned by the Radisson Community
Association (RCA). These areas are commonly referred to as
Common Areas. It is the responsibility of the RCA to maintain and
preserve these areas. They are not to be altered or maintained,
except by the RCA, since they are for the enjoyment and beneﬁt
of the entire community.
If you will be removing brush areas that are adjacent to Common
areas be sure you know where your property lines are to prevent
alterations to the Common areas.

Removing a tree
Since trees have such a signiﬁcant impact on the community, the Architectural Standards
Committee (ASC) requires homeowners to submit an application before removing a tree. If
the tree is larger than 4 inches in diameter (12.5 inches in circumference), measured two feet
above the ground, you must receive approval before removing the tree.

ASC criteria for removal of a tree
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•

The tree’s continued existence might endanger people or
property.

•

The tree is too large for the space and pruning will not be
eﬀective (ASC may require a replacement tree be installed
which is a more appropriate size or has a better growth habit).

•

Tree has detrimental eﬀects to the health of other trees.

•

The tree is diseased or damaged.

•

Blockage of vehicular sight lines.

•

Tree exhibits signs of invasive roots.
Please refer to the ASC Guide for more information.

Review process

Submit a tree removal application to the RCA oﬃce or use the online
tree removal form located at www.radissoncommunity.org. Once
received, the Architectural Standards Administrator will review the
requested tree to verify it meets one of the criteria listed above. Please
be sure to identify the tree with an identiﬁable material so they know
which tree you are requesting.
If approved, they will mark the tree with orange spray paint and you
should receive an approval letter within 3 days. If your tree is not
approved, you will be contacted by letter.
If you have a tree that is in need of immediate review, please contact
the ASC Administrator at 635-7171.

Use your Smart Phone to scan the
QR Code above. Once scanned, you
can ﬁll out the form and submit
your tree application for review!

Frequently asked questions
My tree came down in a wind storm, do I need to submit an application?
No, if your tree is already down you may go ahead and remove the tree.
Do I need approval to trim a tree?
No, you may trim a tree without approval. However, “topping” a tree is not permitted.
Do I need approval for a dead tree?
Yes, we need to conﬁrm that the tree is dead or meets our criteria for removal.
My tree contractor told me not to worry about getting approval because he does a lot of
work in Radisson.
It doesn’t matter how much work a contractor does in Radisson. All trees that meet the
size requirement need to be reviewed and approved before they are removed. If they
really did a lot of work in Radisson, they know not to take down a tree that has not been
marked for approval.
There is a tree that is dead in the wooded area behind my home. I think it’s on Radisson’s
property. Who is responsible to cut it down?
It all depends on whose property the tree is on. If the tree is located on your property
you are responsible for the removal of the tree. If it is determined to be on Radisson
Common Property and we agree it is a hazard, the RCA will safely take down the tree.
I can’t grow grass in part of my yard because of the shade from the trees. Can I cut some
trees down?
Turf growth or the thickness of the turf on your property does not meet our criteria
for removal of trees. We suggest having a certiﬁed arborist review your situation and
they may be able to prune some of your trees to allow for more sunlight. Incorporating
ground cover that thrives in shady environments could be a viable solution instead of
grass.
My backyard is heavily treed. My kids want to be able to play in the rear yard but there is
not much room for them to play. Can I remove some trees so they can actually run and
play?
When the planners designed our community they designed many open areas and parks
into the overall plan of the community. They also designed the residential lots to be
fairly small to have the least impact on the natural environment. We realize that many
of these residential lots are not conducive to playing baseball or other sports. That is
why the trail system and the many open areas were planned for everyone’s recreational
enjoyment. So to answer the question, we do not approve trees to be removed for
recreational enjoyment.
The previous owner planted a pine tree too close to my house and is starting to cause
damage to my home. Trimming it will not help the situation. Can I get approval to
remove it?
Yes, this is the type of situation in which we would normally approve tree removal.
We want to put a pool in but we would have to remove some trees. Is that allowed?
That is a diﬃcult question to answer. The Architectural Standards Committee would
need to see where you planned on locating the pool and will need to know where the
concrete apron around the pool would be. They would then go out and review the site
to see how many trees would need to be removed. So it may be possible to install a
pool but, it all depends on the site.
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